6.2 Styles

CERA VIVERE

Natural wax sealer for decorative styling stuccos

PROPERTIES
Waterborne emulsion, based on high
quality natural wax, suitable for interior use. It provides unique protection
and durability on any decorative styling stuccos and pastes it is applied on.
It contains special additives that ‘give’
luster to surfaces, highlighting their
style and texture. It thus creates an excellent finishing touch with splashes
of color, making them (the surfaces)
comparable to the magnificent feel and
aesthetic of real marble ones.
It showcases the decorated surfaces,
adding depth, without affecting their
color tones. Due to its special composition, it allows for the breathability of all surfaces it is applied on and
their easy cleaning with mild household cleaners. It applies evenly without dilution; it is easy to use and it dries
in a couple of hours, depending on the
ambient conditions. It is an odorless,
waterborne product, friendly to human
and the environment.

APPLICATIONS

paste form like STUCCO VIVERE (pic.2),
also cement based stuccos, like MATIZ
Stucco Decorativo (pic.1) of DUROSTICK.

USE

1. Surface preparation
Surfaces must be clean, free from dust;
oils, oils, and have to be thoroughly dry.

2. Application

The decorative styling stuccos’ surfaces have to be cured for 2 to 4 days,
depending on the ambient conditions
(temperature and humidity), in order
to apply the wax, in one and up to two
coats. No dilution is necessary.
It is applied with a cotton cloth, decorative styling glove, or with a low rpm
power polisher.
Twenty to thirty five minutes after application (allowing the surface to dry up),
polish the surface with a cotton cloth or
a power polisher. If the range of speed
selection of the device is from 1-10,
set it to positions between 5-7.

CLEANING

Clean all tools with water, immediately
CERA VIVERE is ideal for decorative styl- after use, and if needed, with soap or
ing stuccos applied on walls, either in detergent solution.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Form - Color

Liquid - Off yellow

Chemical base

Water based wax emulsion

Density

1.00 ± 0.05 kg/lt

Solids by weight

34 - 35 % w/w

pH

9.0 ± 1.0

Gloss

Gloss

Application temperature

From +5°C to +35°C

Dilution

The product is ready to use. Do not dilute.

Drying time

Approximately one hour (touch dry), depending on
the ambient conditions (humidity, temperature)

Friendly to human and the environment

pic. 1

CONSUMPTION
1lt/12-13m2 per coat, depending on the surface absorbency.
STORAGE
Store in the factory sealed packaging in spaces protected from
frost, for at least 18 months from production date.
SAFETY DIRECTIONS
The product needs no hazard labeling under current European
and National legislation. However, it is recommended to keep
away from the reach of children. If swallowed, seek immediate
medical advice and show the container or label.
PACKAGING
pic. 2

Carton box with 12 pcs of 750ml each one

6. UNDERCOATS & PAINTS

V.O.C. (Volatile Organic Compounds):
Limit value of maximum V.O.C. content per EC (Directive 2004/42/EC) for the particular
product (Class A/b: ‘Glossy coatings for interior walls and ceilings’ Type WB): 100 gr/lt
(2010). Ready to use product contains maximum 2 gr/lt V.O.C.
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